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� Ellipsometry Measurement  

Thickness (337.1±0.4 nm) of the silica layer covered on silicon wafers were 

measured by ellipsometry at 20±0.5℃, under wave lengths of spectroscopic light 

sources from 360 nm to 1000 nm with a incidence angle of 50°. This technique 

measures the change of the polarization state (parameters ∆ and Ψ) of a light beam 

upon reflection at an interface, as shown in Fig. S1. Then the thickness of the silica 

layer can be obtained by nulling through the software.  

 

Figure S1. Polarization state (∆ and Ψ) under different wave lengths of spectroscopic 

light measured by ellipsometry at 20±0.5℃. 

� Contact Angle Measurement 

The contact angles of tetradecane drops increased with the increasing 

concentration of F68 solutions from 0 to 500 µM (20 mM NaCl), as shown in Fig. 

S2A. The addition of F68 was found to reduce the degree of hydrophobicity of the 
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substrate, consequently increasing the contact angle
1
. However, the contact angles 

decreased with the increasing salinity (≥100 mM) at the same copolymer 

concentration (500 µM), as shown in Fig. S2B. The addition of NaCl diminishes the 

adsorption of F68 molecules on silica surface but enhances the precipitation of F68 

aggregates on surface which imposes a complex influence on the hydrophobicity of 

the substrate. The sensitivity of drop interaction forces to contact angle changes were 

simulated with the limiting case for droplet deformation
2
(see Eq. (1)). 

  

Figure S2. Contact angles of tetradecane drops formed on the silicon wafers 

measured in solutions (A) with increment of F68 concentrations from 100 to 500 µM 

and (B) with increment of NaCl concentrations from 100 to 500 mM (500 µM F68). 

� Sensitivity of force curve 

The measured force curves after washout are simulated with the limiting case for 

droplet deformation
2
. But for the case before washout, it’s very hard to model the 

force curve in detail because of the trapped copolymers or aggregates between 

interacting drops. The complex interacting mechanisms between trapped copolymers 

or aggregates impose a much more complicated effect on drop interaction. 
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Where RC is the radius of droplet on cantilever and RS is the radius of droplet on 

substrate. θC and θS are the contact angles of droplets on cantilever and substrate, 

respectively. σ is the equilibrium interfacial tension of oil-aqueous solution interface. 

∆X is the drop displacement. hf is the constant film thickness when the drop surface 

come into contact with deformation. 

The interfacial tension changes caused by desorption after washing the drops in 

our experimental system are measured to be lower than 1.5 mN/m. From the 

modelling results, it’s found that the minor change of interfacial tension (±1.5 mN/m) 

has less impact on the interaction forces.  
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Figure S3. Sensitivity of force curves to interfacial tension changes (±1.5 mN/m). 

And the effects of drop contact angle changes (± 10°) on the force curves are 

also simulated, as shown in Fig. S4. The results show that the change in force curve 

caused by contact angle changes (± 10°) is rather small. 

 

Figure S4. Sensitivity of force curves to contact angle changes (± 10°). 
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